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Generative machine learning models have recently been applied to source code, for use cases including translating code between
programming languages, creating documentation from code, and auto-completing methods. Yet, state-of-the-art models often produce
code that is erroneous or incomplete. In a controlled study with 32 software engineers, we examined whether such imperfect outputs
are helpful in the context of Java-to-Python code translation. When aided by the outputs of a code translation model, participants
produced code with fewer errors than when working alone. We also examined how the quality and quantity of AI translations affected
the work process and quality of outcomes, and observed that providing multiple translations had a larger impact on the translation
process than varying the quality of provided translations. Our results tell a complex, nuanced story about the benefits of generative
code models and the challenges software engineers face when working with their outputs. Our work motivates the need for intelligent
user interfaces that help software engineers effectively work with generative code models in order to understand and evaluate their
outputs and achieve superior outcomes to working alone.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Creators of human-centered AI systems aspire to augment the capabilities and performance of their users [86–88].
However, how good does an AI model need to be in order to provide such augmentation? Might an imperfect AI system
still provide benefit to its users? In this paper, we empirically examine a situation in which human and AI efforts are
combined to understand whether the joint effort produces a superior outcome over what either party could accomplish
on its own. We examine this notion in the context of software engineering, and specifically in the use case of translating
source code from one programming language to another.

Our question is rooted in the observation that state-of-the-art generative code models do not produce 100% correct
output 100% of the time. For example, the TransCoder model [78], which translates code between C++, Java, and Python,
only produces a correct translation 30-70% of the time, depending on which languages it is translating and how many
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translations it is allowed to produce for a given input. Similarly, a recent evaluation of the GPT-2 [73], GPT-3 [11], and
GPT-Neo [7, 33] models on their ability to generate code from natural language found that, although these models are
becoming increasingly competent at code generation, their overall performance in producing code that passed test cases
was low [41]. For the foreseeable future, human effort will be needed in order to improve the quality of AI-generated
code to the level where it is usable in real systems. Recent work by Weisz et al. [98] asks the question of whether
imperfect1 generative models are nonetheless appealing for use by software engineers, and concludes that, “[c]ounter to
expectations, [they] felt a generative model that produced imperfect output [...] would be a useful aid” (emphasis added).

While software engineers may be willing to use imperfect models, it is unclear as to whether the use of such models
would provide a productivity boost, and how work practices would be affected. In the words of Xu et al. [102], “There is
a surprising paucity of research using human-centered approaches to evaluate the usefulness and impact of [generative]

methods within... software development.” We agree with their assessment, and our work takes the same aim as theirs:
examining the extent to which state-of-the-art generative code models impact the performance of software engineers
conducting coding tasks. Xu et al.’s study examined whether a natural language to code model (NL2Code) helped
software engineers complete a variety of programming tasks in Python. Although their experiments were unable to
detect any difference in outcomes of completion time, program correctness, and code complexity, we believe further
study of generative code models for other use cases is warranted.

In this paper, we examine professional software engineers using a state-of-the-art model [78] to conduct a code
translation task in which an object-oriented data structure is translated from Java to Python. We compared their work
alone to their work when supported by the model. We also examined how the quality and quantity of translations
provided impacted their work. Our paper makes the following contributions to the IUI community:

• We provide quantitative evidence that imperfect generative code models can improve the quality of a software
engineer’s work in a code translation task, even when the quality and quantity of the model’s output varies,

• We show how AI support transforms code translation work from being an act of production to an act of review,
and identify multiple secondary benefits of AI support beyond the production of code, and

• We identify a need for interactive, intelligent user interfaces that help people work effectively with generative
code models in order to achieve superior outcomes.

2 RELATEDWORK

Our work is situated within the emerging area of human-centered AI, which focuses on understanding how AI
technologies can augment and enhance human performance and promote human agency [27, 74, 79, 86–88, 103]. Many
studies have examined the collaborative relationship between people and AI systems when working on tasks such as
decision making or artifact creation. Although these studies often demonstrate how people like using or enjoy working
with AI systems, few studies have sought to quantify the extent to which the AI system enhances human performance
or the quality of outcomes. Our work fits into this gap by evaluating the effect of AI support on such outcomes: the
quality and completeness of a source code translation.

We begin by summarizing recent developments in the ML community that have applied AI technologies to source
code. These technologies enable new kinds of AI-supported user experiences for people who work with code. We then

1Our view of “imperfect” generative models are those that produce outputs that require subsequent human effort to fix. As state-of-the-art generative
code models often produce code that contains flaws such as syntax and logical errors, we consider them to be imperfect models. It is beyond the scope of
this paper to speculate on whether perfect models are attainable, although our results suggest that such a high standard of quality may not be necessary
for them to be useful.
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summarize human-centered examinations of AI-supported work in two broad categories – decision making and artifact
creation – and then focus specifically on examinations of AI-supported code work. Our review highlights how the mere
presence of AI support does not guarantee superior outcomes, motivating the need to develop a deeper understanding
of how to design intelligent user interfaces that help people work effectively with generative AI systems. We highlight
several opportunities for enhancing human-AI co-creation in the context of code work in Section 6.3.

2.1 Enabling Technologies for AI-supported Code Work

Within the ML community, much focus has been given recently to applying modern NLP techniques to source code. This
idea was promoted by the naturalness hypothesis [4, 21, 42], that software is just another form of human communication.
Hence, techniques that have been applied to human language ought to work on code as well. Specific techniques,
such as automatic machine translation [65, 66], have been manifested on code, resulting in the development of models
such as TransCoder [78], PLBART [1], CodeBERT [31], Codex [14], and many others. Models such as these are
capable of implementing use cases such as translating code from one programming language to another [78], generating
documentation for code [31], auto-completing code based on a comment or method signature [14, 46], finding duplicated
code in a code base [38], and generating a set of unit tests [91]. Although these models offer an impressive set of
capabilities, the way in which they are evaluated tends to focus on the accuracy or correctness of their output, rather
than examining the extent to which they help people be more effective in their programming work.

2.2 Human-centered Examinations of AI-supported Tasks

In defining a research agenda on human-AI collaboration, Seeber et al. posed the question, “What if artificial intelligence

(AI) machines became teammates rather than tools?” [85, Abstract]. One important aspect of a successful human-AI
partnership is that each party’s contributions interact and mesh usefully with the other party’s efforts [71]. Many
studies have examined the supportive effects of AI systems, with mixed results regarding whether AI augments human
task performance or the quality of outcomes. In some studies, the quality of a decision (e.g. [20, 52]) or the speed of
a process (e.g. [19, 92]) were improved with the presence of AI support. In other studies, outcomes were either no
different (e.g. [97, 102]), or worse (e.g. [15]), when people worked with an AI system. We summarize examinations
of two different kinds of AI-supported activities: decision making and artifact creation. We also provide a separate
summary of work that examines AI-supported code work, even though it can also be characterized as an activity of
artifact creation, due to its high relevance to our own study. We provide an overview showing the mixed outcomes of
all of this work in Table 1.

2.2.1 AI-supported Decision Making. Many AI systems have been developed to aid decision-making processes such
as college admissions [69], hiring [18], and mortgage approval [62], predicated on the beliefs that AI systems make
more accurate and less biased judgements than people [16, 48, 61]. Although systems that abdicate all decision-making
power to AI models have been strongly criticized [41, 45, 47, 57, 80, 81], studies of whether human-AI joint decision
making results in improved decision quality are inconclusive.

Several studies have shown how AI support improves decision-making processes, either by helping people make
more accurate decisions, or by helping people make decisions faster. Lai and Tan [52] found that showing people an AI
model’s predictions improved their performance in a deception detection task. Desmond et al. [20] and Ashktorab et al.
[6] both found that AI-assistance in data labeling tasks, in which a human annotator made decisions for which labels to
apply to data, sped up the data labeling process and increased the accuracy of data labelers.
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Domain Reference Summary Effect of AI

Decision
Making

Lai and Tan [52] An AI model’s predictions led to improved performance
in a deception detection task

Improved
outcomes

Decision
Making

Green and Chen [37] AI-supported decisions were more accurate, but not more
reliable or fair

Mixed outcomes

Decision
Making

Desmond et al. [20] &
Ashktorab et al. [6]

AI assistance improved speed and accuracy of data label-
ing tasks

Improved process
& outcomes

Artifact
Creation

Delarosa et al. [19] People created video game levels faster with a generative
AI system

Improved process

Artifact
Creation

Weber et al. [97] Human-AI teams did not produce higher-quality image
restorations over AI-only

Did not improve
outcomes

Artifact
Creation

Clark et al. [15] Human-AI teams produced less creativemarketing slogans
over human-only

Reduced outcome
quality

Coding Drosos et al. [24] Program synthesis tool helped people complete coding
tasks faster

Improved process

Coding Wang et al. [92] Generative model helped people write documentation
faster without loss of quality

Improved process

Coding Xu et al. [102] Natural language to code model did not improve produc-
tivity, speed, or quality

Did not improve
process or
outcomes

Table 1. Selection of studies that examine AI-supported work across decision making, artifact creation, and coding tasks.

In contrast, Green and Chen [37] examined how the interactions between people and AI models influenced the
accuracy, reliability, and fairness of their decisions. Although AI-supported decisions were more accurate, people
struggled to determine the accuracy of their own decisions as well as the AI’s recommendations, “fail[ing] to calibrate
their use of the model to the quality of its predictions... call[ing] into question foundational assumptions about the efficacy

and reliability of algorithm-in-the-loop decision making.” [37, p. 20]. Wang and Yin [95] examined the role of explanations
in AI-supported decision making and found that various XAI methods were ineffective in supporting human decision
makers on tasks for which they had limited domain expertise. Therefore, it is not always the case that the support
provided by an AI model improves human decision-making quality.

2.2.2 AI-supported Artifact Creation. Recent advances in generative AI models have led to a massive exploration in
how such models can provide assistance in tasks that involve the creation of an artifact. Fan et al. [30] and Oh et al. [67]
examined the use of generative models in drawing and sketching and found that users enjoyed the process of working
with the AI system [67] and were able to produce semantically-meaningful sketches [30]. Delarosa et al. [19] and
Guzdial et al. [39] examined the use of generative models in game level design and found that they helped people more
rapidly create a larger number of playable levels [19], and that the presence of the AI changed the design process [39].
Multiple studies of generative AI-supported writing have shown that authors found value in the suggestions of a
generative language model [34, 35].

However, not all human-AI co-creative processes result in quantifiably-improved outcomes.Weber et al. [97] examined
people working with a generative model to conduct an image restoration task, and found no difference in formal quality
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metrics between images restored via a generative model alone and those restored via a human-AI team. In the domain
of creative writing, Clark et al. [15] examined the quality of slogans and stories written with or without the use of a
generative model. Although their participants enjoyed the process of working with the model and desired to use it in
the future, their evaluations of writing quality with vs. without AI support showed few differences, leading the authors
to conclude that “machine suggestions do not necessarily lead to better written artifacts.” [15, Abstract]. In fact, the use of
a generative model may have hindered the creative process, as slogans written jointly with the model were rated as
being less creative than slogans written by people alone. Thus, we again observe that the presence of AI support does
not necessarily guarantee improved quality outcomes.

2.2.3 AI-supported CodeWork. Recent advances in AI for Code have enabled new kinds of AI assistance in programming
work such as writing code and documentation. Wrex [24] is a programming-by-example tool that uses program synthesis
techniques to generate data science code inside of computational notebooks. In their user study, Drosos et al. [24] found
that the tool helped participants complete more tasks, and complete those tasks faster, than when they worked alone.
Wang et al. [92] reported similar findings in their evaluation of Themisto, a computational notebook plugin that enables
data scientists to generate documentation for code. In that study, participants documented computational notebooks
faster when aided by various documentation-generation models, while preserving the same level of quality attained by
participants working alone.

In contrast, Kuttal et al. [51] conducted a Wizard-of-Oz examination of programmers conducting coding tasks with a
(simulated) AI agent, but found no significant improvement to productivity, code quality, or self-efficacy. Xu et al. [102]
conducted an extensive evaluation of Python programmers who used a natural language to code model to complete a
variety of programming tasks. They concluded, “[w]hile qualitative surveys of developer experience are largely positive,

quantitative results with regards to increased productivity, code quality, or program correctness are inconclusive.” [102,
Abstract]. Hence, we observe a need to further examine situations in which human effort is augmented with AI support
to understand the conditions in which superior outcomes are produced.

3 AI-SUPPORTED CODE TRANSLATION

As discussed in Section 2.1, generative models have been applied to a wide variety of software engineering use cases. In
this paper, we specifically focus on AI-assisted code translation. In this use case, code written in one language (e.g.
Java) needs to be translated into another language (e.g. Python). Although rule-based methods are commonly used to
achieve this functionality, recent work by Roziere et al. [78] has shown how unsupervised methods can be used to train
transformer models to perform code translation. Neural machine translation (NMT) models trained in this way, coupled
with large code datasets (e.g. Project CodeNet [72], AVATAR [2]), are making it easier to create code translation systems
across a wide range of languages.

Despite the advances made by NMT, state-of-the-art models do not produce 100% perfect output 100% of the time.
For example, TransCoder produces correct translations – those that pass a set of unit tests – from 30%-70% of the time,
depending on the source and target languages. In order to arrive at an acceptable correct translation, it is clear that
additional human effort is needed to identify and fix the errors contained within an AI translation. This observation
leads us to ask, are software engineers more effective when working with AI-produced translations versus translating
code themselves? How good does a translation need to be for it to provide value?

Another complication in evaluating the quality of NMTmodels stems from the fact that these models do not necessary
produce a single translation. Due to their use of beam search, these models are able to produce multiple likely translation
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outputs from a single code input. In evaluating the quality of NMT models, the ML community often uses a pass@k

metric, in which the model is said to have correctly translated an input if any of the top-k outputs passes unit testing.
For example, the Codex model [14] used by GitHub Copilot2 was evaluated with a pass@k of 100, and TransCoder was
evaluated with a pass@k of 25.

Clearly, for a software engineer, reviewing 100, or even 25, translation alternatives is not feasible, especially in the
absence of unit tests as is often the case for real-world code translation work. Therefore, we also ask whether multiple
translation options is a desirable feature, or if software engineers would be better off focusing their effort on a single,
most-likely translation.

Combining all of these observations leads us to ask three research questions about the efficacy of AI support and
how it is impacted by the quantity and quality of translations, the impact that AI support has on the work process of
translating code, and the perceptions that software engineers have about AI-supported code translation.

• RQ1: Efficacy of AI support. Are software engineers more effective in translating code from one programming
language to another when given access to AI-produced translations? How do the quantity and quality of AI
translations affect their work? Are they able to improve upon the quality of imperfect translations?

• RQ2: Impact on work process. How does the presence of AI translations affect the code translation work process?
Does working with AI-produced translations make the translation task easier?

• RQ3: Benefits & drawbacks. How do software engineers perceive working with AI-produced code translations?
How do they help or hinder their work?

4 AI SUPPORT STUDY

In order to address our research questions, we conducted a controlled experiment in which participants performed
code translation tasks for two data structures within fixed time intervals. We primarily examined the presence of
AI support (No AI vs. AI) as a within-subjects factor in order to gauge how AI support shapes the code translation
process and impacts the quality of outcomes. We also examined the quantity (1 vs. 5) and quality (worse vs. better) of
translations as between-subjects factors in order to understand their role and impact on task performance. Therefore,
our study used a mixed factorial deign with 2 within-subjects factors (data structure and the presence of AI support)
and 2 between-subjects factors (AI quantity and quality).

4.1 Code Translation Tasks

Our code translation task involved the translation of an object-oriented data structure from Java to Python, aided
by translations produced by the TransCoder model [78]. We chose those two languages as they are popular [13] and
commonly used within our organization, aiding our ability to find participants who had familiarity with both languages.
We chose the translation of data structures, as opposed to other kinds of code (e.g. algorithms), for several reasons. First,
they do not have specific API dependencies, increasing the likelihood of TransCoder producing workable translations,
as well as eliminating the chance that participants’ performance was affected by API unfamiliarity. Second, they are
comprised of a collection of mostly-independent methods, enabling participants to create a partially-working translation.
Finally, data structures are familiar, but not too familiar. Participants are likely to have implemented them as part of their
formal computer science education, but they are not likely to have implemented them recently because implementations
are already commonly present in modern programming languages or libraries.

2GitHub Copilot. http://copilot.github.com
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Through pretesting, we evaluated several object-oriented data structures for our study and ultimately chose the
Trie [8, 32] and Priority Queue [17, 75] for our translation tasks. These data structures implemented enough differentiated
functionality to provide participants with enough work to complete within a study session, yet they were concise
enough to not overwhelm participants (or TransCoder). Java implementations of both data structures were written by
one author, after studying a number of sample implementations available online. We provide additional details about
these data structures and the work required to translate them from Java to Python in Appendix A, and we provide
details on how we employed the TransCoder model [78] to produce code translations of varied qualities in Appendix B.

In order to examine whether participants would be able to achieve superior outcomes when working with AI support,
we set a hard limit on how much time participants would have to perform the code translation tasks. Through pretesting,
we determined that 30 minutes was long enough to make progress on, but not complete, the translation tasks. By using
a short, fixed duration, we avoided observing a ceiling effect in which most participants produced complete and correct
translations. Instead, we observed that participants were able to produce more complete translations when working
with AI support.

4.2 Participants

Code work in our company is conducted by people across many job roles. Thus, we aimed to recruit people who had the
requisite skills to complete our code translation task, rather than recruit people within a specific job role. We recruited
182 technologists within our company and screened them using the following criteria to ensure they would be able to
perform the code translation task:

• More than 1 year of familiarity with both Python and Java, in order to ensure familiarity with both languages.
• Have written Java code within the past 5 years, in order to ensure they would be able to read and understand the
Java code.

• Have written Python code within the past year, in order to ensure they would be able to write Python code.
• Have not written their own implementation of the Trie and Priority Queue data structures3 within the past year,
in order to ensure their performance in the study wasn’t impacted by recent experience.

• Familiarity with the VSCode IDE, in order to remove effects from not being familiar with the code editing
environment.

Of the 182 people who filled out our screening survey, 55 (30%) satisfied our selection criteria. From this set, we
selected 32 people4 to participate in our study on a first-come, first-served basis. The majority of our participants were
from the United States (N=20; 63%), with smaller numbers from Canada (N=3; 9%), Germany (N=2; 6%), the United
Kingdom (N=2; 6%), and other countries (N=5; 16%). Twenty-two (69%) participants identified as male, 9 (28%) identified
as female, and 1 (3%) preferred not to answer. As all of our participants conducted code work involving the engineering
of software as part of their job, we collectively refer to them as “software engineers.” However, their specific job roles
varied, with 17 (53%) describing their role as a software engineer, 6 (19%) as a software architect, 6 (19%) as a researcher
or scientist, and the rest as a developer advocate (1), manager (1), or product manager (1). Eighteen participants (56%)
reported having used AI or machine learning in their work within the past year, and eight participants (25%) reported
having performed code translation work within the past year.

3Questions about data structure familiarity were asked in the presence of five other, confounding data structures (e.g. B-Tree, Splay Tree, etc.) to conceal
which data structures we would utilize in the study and guard against people refreshing their knowledge before participating in the study.
4We note that our sample size is comparable (or larger) than other controlled IUI studies (e.g. [64, 82, 90, 100]).
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4.3 Procedure

!

Task 1
30 minutes

Post-Task Survey 2
5-10 minutes

Post-Study Survey
5-10 minutes

Instructions & Consent
10 minutes

" #

Break
~5 minutes

$
Post-Task Survey 1

5-10 minutes

$
Task 2

30 minutes

# #

Randomized & counterbalanced condition assignment

Worse

AI Quality

…

…

AI Quantity

…

…

5

……… …

Task 2P5 PresentPriority Queue

Trie AbsentTask 1P5

…… ……

AI SupportData StructureTask Order

Within-subjects Between-subjects

%
Participant (e.g. P5)

}

Fig. 1. Study Procedure. Our study used a mixed factorial design with 2 within-subjects factors (data structure and the presence of AI
support) and 2 between-subjects factors (AI quantity and quality). These factors were randomly assigned to our 32 participants in a
counterbalanced fashion, ensuring that equal numbers of participants experienced each combination of factors. In the example above,
we show the experience of an an individual participant (P5). The study began with instructions and verbal consent. Next, P5 worked
on the first task, translating the Trie without AI support. P5 then filled out a brief survey about the task (Appendix C.3.2), followed by
a 5-minute break. On the second task, P5 translated the PriorityQueue with 5 worse-quality AI translations. After that, they again
filled out the post-task survey, which now included additional questions about their experience working with the AI. Finally, they
filled out the post-study survey (Appendix C.3.3) to contrast their experiences on both tasks.

Participation in our study took place remotely using a video conferencing tool. Each session lasted two hours and
was facilitated by one of the authors. The order in which the code translation tasks were completed, as well as the data
structure used for each task, was randomized and counterbalanced across participants5. For the task with AI support,
participants were randomly assigned to either have worse or better-quality translations, and to have either 1 or 5
translations. These assignments were also counterbalanced across all participants.

First, we informed participants about the nature of our study by reading a script (listed in Appendix C.2) that
described the expectations of their participation: they would translate two data structures from Java to Python within a
fixed 30 minutes, with and without AI support. We twice emphasized the fact that the study was not an evaluation
of the participant or their coding skills, but that our aim was to understand the utility of the AI support. Participants
provided verbal consent before beginning the study.

In introducing the first translation task, we explained that their translations were to be both complete, by translating
all methods and their documentation, and correct, by producing a working implementation. We emphasized the fact
that there was more work to do than what could be accomplished within 30 minutes and it was up to the participant to
decide how to allocate their time. We also mentioned that they were allowed to use any resources they deemed helpful,
such as conducting online searches or running code, but we would not be able to answer any technical questions about
the code. We requested participants to think out loud as they conducted their work so that we could understand what
they were thinking and how they approached the task.

After these instructions, participants were given a link to an online VSCode editor pre-loaded with the code for their
task: in the No AI condition, participants received only the source Java and an empty Python file for their translation in
their workspace; in the AI condition, participants received the source Java, one or five AI-produced translations, and an
empty Python file for their translation in their workspace. Participants shared their screen so we could observe their
5In order to achieve a counterbalanced design, our study required the participant count to be a multiple of 16: 2 task order × 2 data structure × 2 AI
quantity × 2 AI quality.
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work. We started a timer and asked participants to begin, and we provided a 5 minute warning so participants knew
when to begin wrapping up their work.

4.4 Measures

We recorded a variety of quantitative and qualitative measures to address our research questions about the efficacy
of AI support (RQ1), its impact on the work process (RQ2), and peoples’ opinions on how it was or was not helpful
(RQ3). Some of these measures evaluated the quality of the code translations produced by participants (Section 4.4.1),
and others came from data collected on three surveys: one after each translation task and one at the end of the study
(Section 4.4.2).

4.4.1 Code quality measures. In order to gauge the quality of all of the code produced in the study – both by TransCoder
and our participants – we conducted a detailed analysis of the kinds of errors made in the translations. We developed
a taxonomy for classifying code translation errors based on the survey of software errors in programming systems
provided in Ko and Myers [50, Table 1]. We reviewed all of the software errors they reported, grouped those that were
related, and filtered out those that didn’t apply to our study (e.g. vendor problems, duplicate tail-digit). Table 2 lists our
error taxonomy with descriptions of how we identified each kind of error.

In order to identify the errors present in the code translations, we first needed to correct each code artifact in our
study (20 baseline AI translations plus 64 participant code translations). We created corrected versions of each code file
in two stages: 1) we created a base file by copying participants’ code, removing any extraneous testing code they may
have written, and then appending our own set of unit tests; and 2) we produced a corrected file by copying the base
file, adding in any missing class or method documentation or implementations6, and then iteratively running it and
correcting runtime errors until all unit tests had been passed. When making corrections, we attempted to make the
minimal set of changes required to make the code function. By taking the difference between the base and corrected

files, we were then able to identify the locations at which errors occurred, as they represented places in the code that
needed to be changed to produce a working translation.

We used GitHub’s code review tool7 to manually classify errors in the code translations. Two authors examined each
of the visual diffs produced within GitHub and made comments to label errors and explain the reason for why the
code contained that error. Disagreements were discussed and resolved within the comments. We then used GitHub’s
REST API8 to extract and tally all of the labeled errors. We provide our codebook for the AI-produced translations as
part of our reproducibility package (Appendix C.1).

We consider two measures of code quality for a code translation. First, we compute the overall error rate of a
translation as the total number of errors present divided by its SLOC9. Only translation, language, spurious, code and
documentation omission errors are included in this metric. The error rate has a minimum of 0 (no errors), but may
exceed 1 due to the fact that there may have been more than one error present per source line of code.

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝑁𝑇𝐸 + 𝑁𝐿𝐸 + 𝑁𝑆𝐸 + 𝑁𝐶𝑂𝐸 + 𝑁𝐷𝑂𝐸

𝑆𝐿𝑂𝐶

6In the case of the Trie, delete() and enumerate() could have been implemented with either one or two methods. We corrected participants’ code to
preserve the implementation choice they had made. For cases in which participants omitted any implementation, we corrected their code by adding the
two-method implementation, as it was closer in spirit to the original Java.
7https://github.com/features/code-review/
8https://docs.github.com/en/rest/
9Souce lines of code (SLOC) is a metric of the number of source lines of code; it does not include blank or commented lines. We used the cloc utility to
compute SLOC for all code artifacts in our study, available at https://github.com/AlDanial/cloc.
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Error Description Operationalization Source Error(s)

Translation
Error (TE)

Participant mistranslated a code
statement by making an error in
an assignment statement, a con-
ditional statement, a looping con-
ditional, an array lookup, white-
space, or other logical statement

Count the number of code seg-
ments that needed to be modified
to fix assignments, conditionals,
loops, array lookups, etc.

Translation error, logic
error [70]; Assignment
bug, Iteration bug,
Array bug [36]; Logi-
cal bug [28]; Lexical
bugs [29]

Language Error
(LE)

Participant included snippets of
Java code within Python or failed
to appropriately translate Java lan-
guage idioms to Pythonic idioms

Count the number of code seg-
ments that needed to be modified
because Java idioms were used or
Python requirements were not met

Dummy bug [28]; Lan-
guage liability [49]; Lan-
guage [29]

Spurious Error
(SE)

Participant included functionality
not part of the original Java pro-
gram (e.g. by defining new meth-
ods)

Count the number of irrelevant,
unnecessary, or extraneous code
statements

Spurious [44]

Code Omission
Error (COE)

Participant omitted the transla-
tion of a method or code state-
ments within a method, or pro-
vided a trivial implementation (e.g.
pass, return None, print(“not
implemented”, etc.)

Count the number of instances in
which code was added due to miss-
ing, trivial, or incomplete method
implementations

Missing [44]; Forgotten
function [49]; Omission
error [70]

Documentation
Omission Error
(DOE)

Participant omitted translation of
a function’s documentation (e.g.
Javadoc comment)

Count the number of Python
classes and methods that were
missing documentation present in
the Java source

Missing [44]; Omission
error [70]

Correctness
Error (CE)

Participant’s translation of a
method was incorrect (e.g. did not
pass unit tests)

Count the number of methods that
required one or more modifica-
tions to pass unit tests, includ-
ing methods that weren’t imple-
mented

Algorithm awry [49]

Table 2. Taxonomy of code translation errors. For translation and language errors, we counted code segments rather than lines of
code as multiple of these errors could have been present with a single line of code.

We also consider a secondary measure of translation quality by examining the proportion of correctly-translated
methods (PCM), which is computed from the number of correctness errors. Intuitively, PCM is the proportion of
methods that passed unit testing without modification.

𝑃𝐶𝑀 =
𝑁𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑠 − 𝑁𝐶𝐸

𝑁𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑠

We show the baseline measures for all code quality metrics for the AI-produced translations in Table 3. The AI-
produced code translations were quite erroneous: the proportion of correctly-translated methods (PCM) varied from
11% to 67%, indicating that the AI, even in the best of cases, was unable to complete the code translation task on its own.
Error rates ranged between .16 to .60, further indicating the presence of errors that needed to be corrected. As desired
for our study design, the error rates for the worse-quality translations (M (SD) = .47 (.07)) were statistically significantly
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higher than the error rates for the better-quality translations (M (SD) = .27 (.07)), 𝐹 (1, 18) = 34.0, 𝑝 < .001, [2𝑝 = 0.65
(large).

These error rates represent a baseline for expected human performance when provided with AI support: participants
should be able to achieve this level of performance just by adopting AI-produced code without modification. By having
these baselines, we are able to address the question of whether participants were able to recognize and remediate the
errors present in the code in order to produce an improved translation. We examine this question in Section 5.2.

AI Translation SLOC Error Rate PCM
Count / M SD Range Value / M SD Range Value / M SD Range

All translations 62.6 8.3 [47, 77] .37 .12 [.16, .60] 47.1% 16.9% [11.1%, 66.7%]

Worse quality 63.2 5.5 [57, 72] .47 .07 [.37, .60] 42.5% 18.0% [11.1%, 58.3%]
Better quality 62.0 10.7 [47, 77] .27 .07 [.16, .34] 51.7% 15.2% [22.2%, 66.7%]

Trie / Worse
1 translation 70 – – .60 – – 58.3% – –
5 translations 68.0 2.9 [65, 72] .49 .09 [.37, .60] 58.3% 0% [58.3%]

Trie / Better
1 translation 77 – – .29 – – 66.7% – –
5 translations 71.0 5.2 [63, 77] .32 .02 [.29, .34] 63.3% 4.5% [58.3%, 66.7%]

Priority Queue / Worse
1 translation 58 – – .48 – – 33% – –
5 translations 58.4 1.1 [57, 60] .44 .04 [.38, .48] 26.7% 9.9% [11.1%, 33.3%]

Priority Queue / Better
1 translation 57 – – .16 – – 44% – –
5 translations 53.0 5.5 [47, 57] .22 .07 [.16, .32] 40.0% 12.7% [22.2%, 55.6%]

Table 3. Baseline error analysis for each set of AI-produced code translations. For the 1 translation condition, SLOC counts and
values of error rate and PCM are reported. For all other conditions, means, standard deviations, and ranges are reported.

4.4.2 Survey measures. After each code translation task, participants filled out the NASA TLX [40] scale to report on
dimensions of demand, effort, performance, and frustration10. We also asked participants to describe their work process
and how they approached the task. For the AI condition, we additionally asked participants to rate the quality of the
provided translations and describe how they affected their work. After participants completed both code translation
tasks, they filled out a final post-study survey that had them compare their experience in completing the translation
task with vs. without AI support. Finally, we collected demographic information such as gender identity, job role, their
use of AI or machine learning in their job, and whether they had previously conducted code translation work.

5 RESULTS

5.1 Data & Analysis

We collected four types of convergent data from our participants in this study, including 64 code translation artifacts
(2 per participant), 64 post-task surveys (2 per participant), 32 post-study surveys, and 32 sets of notes taken by the
experimenters during the study sessions.
10We excluded physical effort as it was not relevant to our task.
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We use several kinds of statistical models to analyze our quantitative data. In general, when we make comparisons
regarding the presence of AI support (No AI vs. AI), we use a linear mixed-effects model that includes participant ID as
a random effect to control for within-subject variance. Due to the inclusion of a random effect, degrees of freedom in
this model are sometimes fractional and may vary for each factor. When we make comparisons within the AI condition
(1 vs. 5 translations or worse vs. better quality), we use a linear model that includes terms for the quality and quantity of
AI translations as well as their interaction. In each of these models, we also include terms to control for task order (1st
vs. 2nd), data structure (Trie vs. Priority Queue), and their interaction in order to control for learning effects and task
characteristics. In reporting statistical results, we report effect sizes as partial eta squared, [2𝑝 , which is the proportion
of variance explained by a given variable after the variance explained by other predictors has been removed. Following
Miles and Shevlin [60], we interpret [2𝑝 values ≥ .01 as a small effect, ≥ .06 as a medium effect, and ≥ .14 as a large
effect. As many of our tests indicated significant, medium-to-large effect sizes, we believe our sample achieved sufficient
power.

5.1.1 Outliers. During our exploratory data analysis, we identified two significant outliers in the No AI condition: the
translations of P9 (0 SLOC) and P23 (5 SLOC). Both of these participants approached the translation task in a methodical
way, but struggled to produce a translation when working without AI support and requested to terminate their sessions
early. P9 cited a lack of familiarly with Python when they requested to end their session after 17 minutes: “This would
probably take me an hour or more to just look up the comparable Python. I don’t use that in my daily work so I’d have

to look all this stuff up and I’d rather not even do it... Its just not stuff I have in my head. I’d rather stop.” P23 expressed
a similar sentiment at the 13 minute mark, saying, “I’m getting nowhere with this and this is frustrating. My Python

and my Java skills are simply insufficient to proceed.” By contrast, when provided with AI support, both participants
made significant progress on the task, and actually improved upon the quality of their AI translations. P9 (1, Worse)
thoroughly read the translation and was able to find and fix errors in it. P23 (1, Better) launched directly into writing
tests, which allowed them to incrementally find and fix errors. These two stories highlight how AI support can provide
tremendous value for people who have weaker familiarity with a programming language, even when their general
programming skill is quite high; we discuss this theme further in Section 6.1.3. However, due to the fact that their data
from the No AI condition are incomparable with that of other participants11, as well as the fact that both participants
requested to terminate their No AI sessions early, we exclude those two data points from our statistical analyses. Since
P9 and P23 did have successful outcomes when working with the AI, we include their data when making within-AI
comparisons12.

5.2 RQ1: Efficacy of AI Support

Our first research question addresses the efficacy of AI support: are software engineers more effective when they work
with the code artifacts produced by a generative code translation model? We operationalized this research question by
focusing on our two measures of code translation quality: 1) error rate, the extent to which the code contains the errors
described in Table 2; and 2) PCM, the proportion of methods that were implemented correctly.

5.2.1 Effect of AI support on code quality. Table 4 summarizes our main results regarding the effect of AI support on
our measures of code quality. When participants had any kind of AI support, the quality of their code was better, as
measured by both the error rate and the PCM. Participants’ error rates were lower when they had any kind of AI support

11For example, P9’s error rate is technically infinite because their code had errors present within a 0 SLOC translation.
12We also checked if omitting their within-AI data impacted the results of any of our within-AI comparisons and it did not.
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(M (SD) = .31 (.16)) than when they did not have AI support (M (SD) = .63 (.42)), 𝐹 (1, 29.1) = 20.1, 𝑝 < .001, [2𝑝 = .30
(large). Participants implemented more correct methods (PCM) when they had any kind of AI support (M (SD) = 50.9%
(16.0%)) than when they did not have AI support (M (SD) = 34.1% (29.3%)), 𝐹 (1, 28.7) = 12.1, 𝑝 = .002, [2𝑝 = .22 (large).
Thus, we observe that the presence of AI support was associated with a 50.8% reduction in error rate and a 62.1%
increase in PCM.

We also observed that task order played a significant role in participants’ code quality. Participants’ error rates were
higher for their first task (M (SD) = .55 (.42)) than their second task (M (SD) = .38 (.24)), 𝐹 (1, 29.2) = 6.12, 𝑝 = .02, [2𝑝 = .11
(medium). In addition, participants tended to implement more methods correctly in their second task (M (SD) = 47.2%
(22.5%)) than their first task (M (SD) = 38.4% (26.4%)), 𝐹 (1, 28.8) = 3.63, 𝑝 = .06, [2𝑝 = .08 (medium). These results indicate
the presence of a learning effect in which a participant’s experience in the first task helped their work on the second
task. Hence, we keep task order as a control term in our models to control for this effect13.

Factor Error Rate PCM
𝑀 𝑆𝐷 𝑑𝑓 𝐹 𝑝 [2𝑝 𝑀 𝑆𝐷 𝑑𝑓 𝐹 𝑝 [2𝑝

AI presence – – 1, 29.1 20.1 < .001 .30 – – 1, 28.7 12.1 .002 .22
No AI .63 .42 31.4% 29.3%
AI .31 .16 50.9% 16.0%

Quantity - – 1, 25 .006 n.s. 0.0 – – 1, 25 .06 n.s. .002
1 translation .32 .19 50.2% 16.8%
5 translations .50 .17 51.6% 15.7%

Quality – – 1, 25 15.8 .001 .39 – – 1, 25 1.4 n.s. .05
Worse quality .40 .16 47.4% 17.1%
Better quality .22 .04 54.4% 14.6%

Table 4. Summary of participants’ code quality metrics across different AI conditions.

When working with the AI translations, the number of AI-produced translations provided to participants did not
have an effect on their error rate, 𝐹 (1, 25) = .006, 𝑝 = 𝑛.𝑠., [2𝑝 = 0.0. However, the quality of those translations did affect
their error rate. Participants with better-quality translations had a lower error rate (M (SD) = .22 (.04)) than participants
with worse-quality translations (M (SD) = .40 (.16)), 𝐹 (1, 25) = 15.8, 𝑝 = .001, [2𝑝 = .39 (large). The quantity and quality
of AI translations did not have any significant effect on the proportion of methods participants translated correctly
(quantity: 𝐹 (1, 25) = .06, 𝑝 = 𝑛.𝑠., [2𝑝 = .002; quality: 𝐹 (1, 25) = 1.4, 𝑝 = 𝑛.𝑠., [2𝑝 = .05).

5.2.2 Individual-level improvements to AI translation quality. The overall error rates of the AI-produced translations
varied from .16 to .60, indicating the potential room for improvement by human effort. Because each participant received
a different set of AI translations, we cannot directly compare the baseline error rates of the AI translations as one group
against the translations produced when participants had AI support as another group. Instead, we examine whether
participants were able to improve upon the quality of their own set of AI translations. If a participant’s code quality was
better than the best-quality AI translation in their set, then they made an improvement to code quality. Conversely, if a
participant’s code quality was worse than the worst-quality AI translation in their set, then they made a reduction in
code quality. Finally, if a participant’s quality fell inside the quality range of their AI translations, then they made no
13As a reminder, our experimental design was a complete factorial. Thus, we are able to make an independent assessment of the effect of task order, and
to evaluate other effects, such as AI presence, quantity, and quality, independently of the task order effect.
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change to the code quality. We define this concept mathematically for error rate below; the definition is identical for
PCM.

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒Δ =



𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖∈𝐴𝐼 (𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐴𝐼𝑖 ) − 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒

if 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 <𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖∈𝐴𝐼 (𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐴𝐼𝑖 )
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖∈𝐴𝐼 (𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐴𝐼𝑖 ) − 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒

if 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 >𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖∈𝐴𝐼 (𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐴𝐼𝑖 )
0 otherwise

When 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒Δ is positive, it indicates that a participant improved code quality, and when it is negative, it indicates
that a participant reduced code quality. Overall, a one-sample t test of 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒Δ indicates that, as a group, participants
made a net improvement to the quality of the AI-translated code they received, 𝑡 (31) = 2.49, 𝑝 = .02, 95%𝐶𝐼 = [.008, .08].
A similar test of 𝑃𝐶𝑀Δ does not show a net improvement, 𝑡 (31) = −.11, 𝑝 = 𝑛.𝑠., 95% 𝐶𝐼 = [−.07, .07].
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Fig. 2. Error rate of participants’ code in relation to the error rate(s) of the AI translation(s) they received. Vertical blue lines indicate
the range of error rate(s) of each participants’ set of AI translations. Points indicate the error rate of each participant’s translation.
The color and shape of a point indicates whether a participant reduced (red triangles), improved (blue circles), or did not change
(orange squares) the quality of their AI translations. Participants are sorted based on the data structure they translated, then by the
number of translations they received, and finally by the quality of those translations.

Figure 2 shows how each participant’s error rate compared with the error rates of their own set of AI translations.
Roughly half of participants (𝑁 = 17, 53%) made improvements to the quality of their AI translations by reducing the
error rate by an average of .11 (𝑆𝐷 = .10). For 6 participants (19%), their error rates fell inside the range of their AI
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translations. For the remaining 9 participants (28%), their error rates were worse than their set of AI translations, with
an average increase in error rate of .04 (𝑆𝐷 = .05).

What factors might indicate whether a participant was successful in making an improvement in quality? We used a
logistic regression model to predict the outcome (improved error rate or not) from the primary factors in our study (AI
quality, AI quantity, task order, data structure), as well as participants’ self-reported Python experience (recency and
frequency of use). This model indicated that recency of Python use was the only significant predictor of a participant’s
outcome (𝛽 = 2.73, 𝑝 = .01). Participants who had used Python within the past month were 15.3 times more likely to
make a quality improvement (by reducing the error rate) than participants who had only used Python within the past
year.

We made two observations that may explain why some participants had a quality reduction from their AI translations.
One participant explicitly deleted the documentation present in the AI translation (P31, 5, Better), even though our
instructions stated that documentation was to be included. Many others simply did not take advantage of the fact that
they could run their code, which would have identified many of the errors present within.

5.2.3 Effect of AI support on kinds of errors. Working with the AI translations affected the kinds of programming
errors made by participants. Recall in Table 2, we identified six kinds of errors that could occur in code translation:
translation errors (TE), language errors (LE), spurious errors (SE), code (COE) and documentation (DOE) omission
errors, and correctness errors (CE). In reviewing all 64 code translations produced by participants, we identified a total
of 1,709 errors, and the distribution of these errors differed when participants worked with vs. without AI support,
𝜒2 (5, 𝑁 = 1, 709) = 244.2, 𝑝 < .001.

Error No AI AI 𝝌2(1) 𝒑 95% CI
𝑁 = 946 𝑁 = 763

Translation Error (TE) 11.8% 36.8% 148.94 < .001 [21.0%, 29.0%]
Language Error (LE) 35.0% 23.7% 25.552 < .001 [-15.5%, -7.0%]
Spurious Error (SE) 2.5% 8.4% 29.604 < .001 [3.6%, 8.0%]
Code Omission Error (COE) 10.2% 2.2% 42.903 < .001 [-10.1%, -5.7%]
Documentation Omission Error (DOE) 18.9% 7.1% 50.321 < .001 [-14.9%, -8.7%]
Correctness Error (CE) 21.6% 21.8% .009 n.s. [-3.7%, 4.1%]

Table 5. Distribution of errors observed in code translations produced by participants working with and without AI support. Errors
include Translation Error (TE), Language Error (LE), Spurious Error (SE), Code Omission Error (COE), Documentation Omission Error
(DOE), and Correctness Error (CE). Two-sample tests for equality of proportions are used to compare the distributions. Magnitudes of
the difference between No AI and AI conditions are estimated by 95% confidence intervals.

In this analysis, we compare between participants working with and without AI support to understand how working
with AI-produced translations affected the kinds of errors made. When working without AI support, participants
produced a greater number of errors (𝑁 = 946) than when they worked with it (𝑁 = 763); this observation mirrors
our earlier finding that participants had significantly lower error rates when working with AI support (.31 vs. .63).
However, we now observe clear differences in the kinds of errors produced. When working without AI support, a
smaller proportion of participants’ errors were translation errors (M = 11.8%) than when working with AI support (M =
36.8%), suggesting they had an easier time in expressing the intended functionality of the Java code in Python when
working alone. They also introduced much less spurious code into their translations when working without AI support
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(M = 2.5%) than with (M = 8.4%). Indeed, one of the difficulties in working with NMT models is that they sometimes
produce nonsensical code, which we discuss further in Appendix B.1.

Participants made more language errors when working without the AI (M = 35.0%) than with (M = 23.7%), suggesting
that they had difficulties in converting Java syntax and idioms to Python. Our own observations confirmed that
some participants worked by copying and pasting Java code directly into their Python solutions, then performing the
necessary language-level adaptations. However, these language-level adaptations were not always made. For example,
we observed cases in which Java’s null was used instead of Python’s None, Java’s += operator for string append was
used instead of Python’s .append() method, and Python method bodies were declared using Java’s {} syntax.

When working without AI support, participants also made more errors of omission. One explanation is that the AI
translations contained near-complete, albeit imperfect, translations of each data structure; for the Trie, all methods
were defined and documented in each of the 5 AI translations, and for the Priority Queue, all methods were defined but
only one method lacked documentation in each of the 5 translations. However, as some participants used a grazing
strategy to copy-paste code from across their set of 5 translations, some of that code and documentation was invariably
not carried over. Hence, we see that even with AI support, omission errors still occurred.

Our final analysis examines whether participants who improved the quality of the AI translations did so by reducing a
specific kind of error. We compared the distribution of errors between the 17 participants who improved the AI’s quality
and the errors present in the AI translations, and found that therewas an overall difference, 𝜒2 (5, 𝑁 = 901) = 11.3, 𝑝 = .04.
However, two-sample tests for equality of proportions only revealed a minor difference in documentation omission
errors: participants who improved the AI quality had a higher proportion of documentation omission errors (3.9%) than
the AI translations (1.7%). Thus, we conclude that there was not a specific kind of error that participants reduced in
order to improve the AI’s quality, and their improvements were evenly distributed across all error types.

5.3 RQ2: Impact on Work Process

We examine the impact of AI support on participants’ work practices in several ways. Participants rated their experience
through various survey measures, including the NASA TLX [40] and questions about how the AI-provided translations
affected their work quality and process. We also asked participants to describe their approach to each code translation
task, as well as explicitly contrast their experience in working with and without AI support.

5.3.1 Effect of AI support on the code translation experience. Mean ratings for each TLX dimension fell roughly in the
middle of the 20 point scales (Table 6), indicating that the code translation task was demanding and required effort, but
not to an overwhelming extent. When participants worked with AI support, they rated the task to be as demanding,
effortful, and frustrating as when working alone, suggesting that the support provided by the AI did not drastically
reduce their own effort.

When working with AI support, participants who were provided with 5 translations reported significantly higher
frustration (M (SD) = 9.06 (4.57) of 20) than participants who were provided with one translation (M (SD) = 4.94 (3.26)
of 20), 𝐹 (1, 26) = 8.59, 𝑝 < .01, [2𝑝 = .25 (large). In addition, participants who were provided with 5 translations reported
significantly higher mental demand (M (SD) = 14.1 (3.59) of 20) than participants with one translation (M (SD) = 10.4
(4.63) of 20), 𝐹 (1, 26) = 5.85, 𝑝 = .02, [2𝑝 = .18 (large). Both of these findings indicate that the experience of working
with 5 translations was poorer than working with a single one. We did not observe any differences between participants
having worse vs. better-quality translations on any TLX measures. These findings were aptly summed up by P7 (5,
Better), who explained that, “[w]ith AI it was faster and efficient... but it also felt that my mind was very stressed to compare
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No AI AI df F p 𝜼2𝒑
Dimension Description 𝑀 𝑆𝐷 𝑀 𝑆𝐷

Mental demand How mentally demanding was the task? 12.6 4.5 12.2 4.5 1,29 .19 n.s. .004
Temporal demand How hurried or rushed was the pace of the

task?
12.2 5.4 11.0 4.8 1,29 3.9 .06 .11

Performance How successful were you in accomplishing
what you were asked to do?

9.9 5.8 10.5 5.1 – – – –

Effort How hard did you have to work to accom-
plish your level ofperformance?

12.1 3.7 10.9 4.3 1,29 1.8 n.s. .04

Frustration How insecure, discouraged, irritated,
stressed, and annoyed were you?

8.6 6.1 7.0 4.4 1,29 1.5 n.s. .03

Table 6. Descriptive statistics for NASA TLX [40] dimensions of mental demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration.
Physical demand was excluded as it was not applicable to our code translation task. Dimensions were rated on a 20-point scale
(1-20), with 20 being the highest-level rating. Linear models were used to compare each TLX dimension and they included terms
that controlled for AI presence, task order, data structure, and participant ID as a random effect. The model for performance had a
singular fit and is therefore not reported.

all the options I had.”. P2 (5, Worse) more bluntly rejected the utility of seeing multiple translations: “the generated code
is cool, but [it] isn’t too helpful to see 5 different versions of code.”

From the TLX ratings, it seems that participants did not feel that their performance was better when they worked
with AI support, even thought it was. In order to capture a more nuanced understanding of how the presence of AI
support affected participants’ work, we asked participants to rate whether the AI translations made their work in the
task: difficult (-3) vs. easy (+3), slow (-3) vs. fast (+3), and of the worst (-3) vs. of the best (+3) quality. Ratings for all of
these dimensions fell on the positive side of the scale (Table 7), indicating that participants generally felt that the AI
translations made their work easier, faster, and of a better quality. Many participants talked about how the AI saved
them time or helped them work faster. P2 (5, Worse) commented, “I think with AI support [the translation task is] faster.”

P4 (5, Better) felt, “it saved me time,” and P15 (1, Better) stated more strongly that the translation “[s]aves [me] a lot of

time in completing the task, makes the task much easier.” P12 (1, Better) agreed, offering a reason for why the AI was
beneficial: ”[the code] structure [was] already laid out, [I] don’t have to think about/look up the [P]ython equivalents of

Java classes/etc.”

Scale M SD t(31) p 95% CI

Difficult (-3) vs. Easy (+3) 1.34 1.60 4.75 < .001 [0.77, 1.92]
Slow (-3) vs. Fast (+3) 1.34 1.45 5.24 < .001 [.82, 1.87]
Of the worst (-3) vs. Of the best (+3) quality .72 1.22 3.32 .002 [.28, 1.17]

Table 7. Effect of AI translations on ratings of work process and quality. Participants rated the extent to which the AI translations
made their work difficult vs. easy, slow vs. fast, and of the worst vs. of the best quality. Mean scores for each dimension fell on the
positive ends of each scale, and one-sided t-tests and 95% confidence intervals confirm that all means were positive and significantly
different from 0.

We also asked participants whether they felt they were provided with too many, enough, or not enough translations,
and the answer depended on how many translations participants received. Of the 16 participants who received 1
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translation, only 3 (19%) desired to see more. Of the 16 participants who received 5 translations, 9 (56%) felt that they
were provided with too many. Thus, we again observe that the availability of multiple translations was less desirable.

5.3.2 Effect of AI support on work practices. Participants with AI support exhibited many different styles and approaches
to how they translated the data structures. All participants in the study spent large portions of their time reviewing the
AI translations and trying to understand and reason about the AI-produced code. Many participants asked questions to
themselves (which we heard due to their thinking aloud) about why the AI had translated code statements in a certain
way, especially when they would have translated it differently. We observed two primary styles of working with the AI
translations. After reviewing the AI-produced translations, some participants would select a complete translation from
which to begin their own work, whereas others were more selective about the AI-produced code they copied into their
own translation. In these cases, participants often copy-pasted code from multiple translations in their set. P1 and P3
provide clear examples of these two working styles:

• P1 (5, Worse) worked by copying and pasting methods from the AI translations and testing them incrementally
as they went. Each time they were ready to paste a new method into their own code, they looked through the
available translations and quickly decided which version to copy the next method from. P1 described their work
process by saying, “I’m just trying to be lazy[,] if the AI did a good job then I don’t need to do that work.”

• P3 (5, Better) carefully reviewed each AI translation, then chose one as a starting point by copying and pasting it
in its entirety into their own code file. They then checked the translation by comparing it with the Java source,
starting from the top of the file and moving downward. At each line in the code translation, they cross-checked
it with the Java source. When they found an error, they fixed it directly if the solution was clear. In other cases,
they reviewed how the translation was done in the other AI translations. Sometimes, they copied code from
another translation, which they described as, “found the better one, I’ll steal him.”

The overall sentiment of working with AI support was that it transformed the task from one of translating code to
one more akin to code review. P20 offered a straightforward comparison: “Without AI [it] was like greenfield development,

whereas with AI [it] was like fixing legacy buggy code.” (P20, 1, Better). Working with the AI felt more like a “proofreading
task” (P12, 1, Better), because “most of the grunt work was done for me already, all the methods were in place and I just

had to review.” (P18, 1, Worse). Many participants felt that because the AI translation provided a starting point from
which to work, it made the task easier.

“Without AI support I had to understand the Java code... With AI, the biggest benefit was to jump straight to

try out the [Python] code and fix errors as they come or as tests fail.” (P15, 1, Better)

“The skeleton of the translation matched quite closely [with] what was provided in the Java implementation,

making a method by method comparison trivial.” (P21, 1, Worse)

In addition to affecting how they worked, some participants felt that the presence of the AI translations negated
the need to even look at the source Java file they were tasked with translating. P28 (5, Better) remarked, “I found that
I was referring to the AI generated code significantly more than the source(java) code when it was available.” Finally,
P18 (1, Worse) identified a trade-off in how the AI’s work on the task was helpful, but may not have aided their own
understanding of the code: “AI support was definitely better...[but] from a code understanding... point of view I am not sure

if there was a real benefit.”
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5.4 RQ3: Benefits & Drawbacks

Our third research question addresses participants’ subjective experience in workingwith the AI translations. Specifically,
we examine how they perceived the quality of the AI translations and how those qualities helped or hindered the
translation task.

5.4.1 Benefits & utility of AI translations. Most participants felt that the quality of the AI translations was either
acceptable (37.5%), good (40.6%), or very good (12.5%), with only a few participants rating their quality as poor or very
poor (9.4%). To gauge the utility of the AI translations, participants rated the extent to which they felt they were useful,
had errors, and helped them complete the task. These ratings were made on a 4-point scale: not at all (1), a little (2),
somewhat (3), and a great deal (4). Overall, participants felt the AI translations were useful (a great deal: 50%, somewhat:
37.5%, a little: 6.25%, not at all: 6.25%), and helped them complete their task (a great deal: 53.1%, somewhat: 28.1%, a little:
6.25%, not at all: 12.5%), even through they recognized the errors present within them (a great deal: 21.9%, somewhat:
43.75%, a little: 28.1%, not at all: 6.25%). P19 (1, Better) provided an apt description of the quality of the translations,
describing theirs as “semi-usable.”

Many participants made positive comments about the utility of the translations, remarking that “most of the translation

code seemed useful” (P8, 5, Better), “everything was useful” (P19, 1, Better), and “[I] didn’t really find anything [to be] not

useful.” (P13, 1, Worse). When asked what the most helpful aspect of the translations were, P28 remarked, “[the] most

useful [aspect] was simply the translation existing.” (P28, 5, Better).
One specific reason why participants felt the AI translations were useful is because they provided insight into the

Python language. Roughly 69% of participants felt that the AI translations taught them something new about Python (a
great deal: 18.7%, somewhat: 21.9%, a little: 28.1%, not at all: 31.3%). For P5, it was an API: “I learnt about a new Python

API which I didn’t know about before.” (P5, 5, Worse). For P24, the AI translations improved recall of Python-specific
syntax: “The translation remembered some Python syntax I had forgotten.” (P24, 1, Better). For P7, the AI’s ability to
produce correct syntax helped them avoid looking it up on their own: “Syntax finding was easier than Google.” (P7, 5,
Better). P21 appreciated how the AI translation demonstrated the correct syntax for the “iteration of elements in lists”

(P21, 1, Worse).
Perhaps the greatest benefit of the AI translations was that they provided a “skeleton” (P21, 1, Worse), a “basic

structure” (P1, 5, Worse), a “starting point” (P9, 1, Worse), and a “good start” (P8, 5, Better). Many participants highlighted
how the AI translations reduced the amount of work they needed to do because the “bulk of the translation was done”

(P13, 1, Worse) and “[a]ll the boilerplate code was done” (P25, 5, Worse). P18 (1, Worse) described how the nature of the
translation task turned into one of code review, as “[the] majority of the grunt work was done for me already, all the

methods were in place and I just had to review.” Multiple participants commented on how the AI translations saved them
effort because “[I didn’t] hav[e] to type out all the code” (P29, 5, Worse), they “saved me some cutting and pasting” (P23, 1,
Better), and they “saved me typing” (P10, 1, Worse) because “some code was already written for me so it saved me the

time to write it myself” (P4, 5, Better). P32 (5, Better) provided an apt summary of this notion: “It was easier with the AI

support because I didn’t have to do as much typing.”

5.4.2 Drawbacks & hindrances of AI translations. Even through most participants felt that it was useful to have the AI
translations, and they were helpful in completing the translation task, about half of our participants discussed various
problems and difficulties they encountered.
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P29 (5, Worse) summarized a trade-off between writing and debugging code when they noted that, “[l]ess typing
involved if a[n] automated translation is available. On the other hands spotting errors in ‘foreign’ code is sometimes

challenging.” Other participants didn’t like that the AI translations contained “[b]ugs, and fairly unreadable code” (P20,
1, Better) and “[i]mplementation code that had bugs” (P1, 5, Worse), resulting in frustration “[t]hat they didn’t work!!!”

(P4, 5, Better).
Other participants expressed similar views, highlighting the fact that finding errors was difficult and time consuming.

P25 (5, Worse) said the worst part about the translations was “[e]rrors in the implementation - and the time spent figuring

them out.” P29 (5, Worse) remarked that it was “harder to spot error[s] sprinkled in the code.” P32 (5, Better) didn’t like
“[t]hat I had to comb through it to check it didn’t have logical errors.” P21 (1, Worse) noted that the hardest part was in
identifying “small subtle problems in trivial translations” :

“There were several cases where it was supposed to translate simple things like ‘size - 1’ but it translated it to

‘size’ or something bogus. For an untrained eye which is skimming over the code those differences may be very

hard to spot.” (P21, 1, Worse)

This situation caused some participants to doubt their work: “[t]he incorrect code... made me doubt what I was doing.”

(P3, 5, Better). Some of the specific types of errors produced by the AI also raised doubts about the quality of the model:

“os.path.join... was a simple bug [that] nearly destroyed my confidence in the tool.” (P11, 1, Better)

“Some of the bugs seemed pretty weird, like not getting the number of arguments correct to a function, or

putting the same thing on both sides of a comparator.” (P14, 1, Worse)

Participants were also sensitive to the style of the code produced by the AI model. Characteristics such as formatting
and the use of Python-specific language features were all discussed as being important for the model to be useful: “[I]t’s
least useful when it starts using functions that no [P]ython developers use.” (P2, 5, Worse); “[I]t seems to like compressing

empty lines which I would find much more useful leaving in.” (P24, 1, Better); “The translation [was] not using methods

that [the Java class] provided to do what was clearly a 1-to-1 Java to Python translation.” (P9, 1, Worse).
One final source of frustration regarded the availability of multiple AI translations. Participants who received 5

translations reported higher levels of frustration and mental demand in their NASA TLX scores. P7 (5, Better) clearly
articulated the difficulty of working with “[t]oo many options” because “my mind was very stressed to compare all the

options I had.” P5 (5, Worse) highlighted another difficulty, of managing multiple translations across multiple code
windows: “given the many files, scrolling between them was a bit troublesome as one file would get hidden away in the title

headers.” P2 (5, Worse) concurred with this sentiment, and suggested that some sort of “GUI that can check difference[s]

between translations by clicking on code patterns” would be helpful.

6 DISCUSSION

6.1 Imperfect, but Useful

Participants were more effective in translating code from Java to Python when aided by AI-produced translations,
as evidenced by their code implementing a greater proportion of methods correctly and with fewer errors per SLOC
(RQ1). AI support changed the nature of their work process from being one of production to one of review (RQ2), and
participants found value in working with the imperfect code translations, even though they recognized their problems
(RQ3). In line with how Guzdial et al. [39] and Wang et al. [93] both cast AI support systems as actors playing various
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kinds of supportive roles for their users, we interpret the roles generative code models may play for software engineers
in a similar light.

6.1.1 Generative models as performance amplifiers. The premise of human-centered AI systems is that they augment
or amplify the performance or capabilities of their users [86–88]. We observed mixed results in our study. Overall,
participants’ code translations were of a higher quality when they were provided with translations produced by a
generative code model (RQ1). But, which party should get the credit for such quality improvements? The quality of
the baseline AI-produced translations (error rate M (SD) = .37 (.12; PCM M (SD) = 47.1% (16.9%))) turned out to exceed
that of what participants produced alone (error rate M (SD) = .63 (.42); PCM M (SD) = 31.4% (29.3%)). Thus, even if a
participant made no changes themselves to an AI-produced translation, that translation was likely of a higher quality
than what they would have produced when working alone. Therefore, we examined how participants’ edits to the AI
translations affected their quality, and this examination revealed a more complicated story.

About half of our participants were unable to effectively leverage the head start provided to them by the AI, and
yet, the other half were able to improve upon the AI’s quality. Plus, for two participants, the support provided by the
AI enabled them to complete a task that they were unable to complete on their own and ultimately gave up on. Why
were some participants more successful when working with the AI translations than others? Although our analysis
suggests that recency of experience is an important factor, we speculate that other factors matter as well. One may have
to do with the amount of time participants spent in reviewing the AI translations versus actively working with them.
Participants spent much time in reviewing and understanding the AI translations, and given the fixed duration of our
study, we observed that some participants did use too much time for this review, and didn’t leave themselves enough
time for other activities (e.g. writing and running tests, or comparing the code with the Java source). In real-world
settings, time is likely to be less of a constraint, and we may be able to uncover additional factors that lead to superior
human-AI joint outcomes. Despite not seeing a universal effect, it is clear that imperfect generative code models do
have the capability to enhance the performance of their users.

6.1.2 Generative models as coaches, colleagues, or teachers. Several participants used an analogy of a human role to
describe the nature of the support provided by the AI model. P23 (1, Better) said that using the translation was “like
working with a beginning student who had zero context and zero understanding beyond rote knowledge.” P16 (1, Better)
reversed the relationship, suggesting that “[i]t would be good to have a ‘coach’ type assistant to ask simple questions,

and also ‘observing’ how the code should be structured, to help guide newer engineers for proper coding practices.” P9 (1,
Worse) described a more collegial relationship that felt “almost like pair programming.” These relational descriptions
evoke Lubart’s proposed roles for computer support as a “nanny,” “coach,” or “colleague” [56], as well as the “teacher”
role described by Wang et al. [94], the “partner” role proposed by Main and Grierson [59], and the “teammate” role
promoted by Seeber et al. [85]. Independent of the specific label used to describe the relationship, many participants
felt that they could learn something from the generative code model and the output it produces (RQ3). Indeed, 69%
of participants felt that the AI translations taught them something new they hadn’t known before about Python. We
believe there is great potential to this idea, that the value of a generative code model may not only lie in its ability to
produce code as output, but also in its ability to educate or enlighten its users about the domain for which it was trained.
We also observed that the mere presence of the AI translations changed the nature of the task from one of production to
one of review (RQ2), akin to how software engineers review each other’s work before accepting it. Casting a generative
code model as a “colleague” or “teammate” whose code needs to be reviewed, or as a “coach” or a “teacher” from which
one can learn, may be important in helping people work more effectively with the model.
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6.1.3 Generative models as scaffolds. The cases of P9 and P23 suggest that the support provided by the generative
code model functioned as a kind of scaffold [43, 55, 96] that enabled them to complete a task that was otherwise too
difficult or daunting (RQ3). Both of these participants were strong software engineers but their Python language skills
were not at a level at which they could accomplish the translation task on their own (despite the fact that they met our
recruitment criteria). The scaffold provided by the AI translations provided enough support to fill in the gaps in their
Python knowledge, enabling them to focus their attention on identifying problems within the AI’s translation rather
than spending their time refreshing their knowledge of Python. This scaffold even allowed them to make improvements
to the quality of their AI translation, demonstrating how a generative code model can reduce knowledge barriers in
conducting code work, especially when working with less familiar languages.

6.2 Limitations

Our study establishes quantitative evidence that software engineers working with a generative code model were able to
produce outcomes that were superior to those achieved when working alone. However, this finding must be understood
relative to its context. We examined the simplest form of a code translation user experience – in essence, “push button,
get results” – without any interactive features or means to query the generative model. Yet, such interactive features
may be crucially important in helping people be successful when working with the model and its outputs. Many studies
have examined how AI models, including generative models, can provide support for their users situated inside an
editing environment (e.g., [24, 92, 102]). Specific to code translation, Weisz et al. [98] suggest that in-IDE features such
as confidence highlighting and the selection of translation alternatives could help users, and our own participants
requested other kinds of interactive ways to work with the AI model, such as P1 and P23’s desire for an interactive
coach that provides “feedback and hints” (P1) and P10’s desire for a system that interactively provides suggestions on a
line-by-line basis. We look forward to future evaluations of how such interactive features impact peoples’ experiences
and effectiveness in working with generative code models, both for the code translation use case and beyond.

We attempted to control for participants’ programming experience to ensure that they were familiar enough with
both languages to be able to perform the code translation task. However, as observed in the cases of P9 and P23, peoples’
estimations of their own programming experience can vary quite a lot, and measures such as frequency and recency of
use may not truly be indicative of one’s strength of skill for a given language. We hesitate to conclude that the only
reason some participants were able to improve the quality of the AI translations was due to the strength of their Python
skills, although we were unable to find any other measured factors to explain this result. We encourage future studies
to examine a broader range of individual factors that may impact one’s ability to have successful joint outcomes when
working with a generative code model.

We also attempted to control for the quality of the code produced by the AI model, but given that its quality was
generally superior to that of human-only translations – error rates of AI-produced translations ranged from .16 to .60
compared to a mean No AI error rate of .63 – we weren’t entirely surprised that participants performed better with AI
support. However, we believe our study is the first to ask the question of how good a generative model’s output needs
to be in order for it to be useful, and it seems that even with worse-quality translations, participants were able to make
productive use of them. We encourage future studies that explore the tradeoffs between the quality of model output
and the quality of joint human-AI outcomes.
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6.3 Future Opportunities

Our study suggests several opportunities for how generative code user experiences can be designed to help people work
more effectively, especially via increasing transparency and usability, which are both associated with establishing trust
with autonomous tools in the context of high-stakes software engineering [99]. We have also included a reproducibility
package in Appendix C to support further research in AI-supported code translation.

6.3.1 Intelligent presentation of multiple alternatives. The inclusion of multiple translation alternatives in our study
was associated with increased levels of frustration and mental demand. When designing our study, we speculated
that participants might be able to easily distinguish code with vs. without errors by comparing across alternatives to
identify areas that were translated differently. Indeed, the way in which many generative code models are evaluated
via the 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠@𝑘 metric presumes that the human’s task is one of selection: find the correct output amidst a large set
of possibilities. However, the effort required to juggle multiple, similar-looking code translations may have been too
high. In addition, the working style of some participants suggested that they preferred to take a more active role in
constructing a translation rather than curating one, by copy-pasting code from multiple translation options. Weisz et al.
[98] describe a user experience in which only a single translation is presented in a UI, and highlighting is used to indicate
where alternate translations of an individual code segment exist. GitHub Copilot also offers a similar mechanism, using
pop-up menus to enable users to browse through autocompletion alternatives. Future work is needed to evaluate how
such features impact user experience and effectiveness, although it is clear that some level of intelligent in-IDE support
is needed for browsing, comparing, and managing the potentially vast number of outputs of a generative code model.

6.3.2 Building appropriate trust with a generative model. All participants examined the translations produced by the
generative code model in order to understand what the translations were doing, how they related to the source Java, and
whether they represented a correct translation. Much time was spent in performing this evaluation in order to answer
the question of, “[C]an I trust the generated code?” (P1, 5, Worse). Building trust with automated tools is important for
having users adopt those tools into their workflows [9, 68], and prior work shows that providing more information about
how an automated system works can improve appropriate trust (e.g. [25]). Although the topic of trust is complicated
and a detailed examination of it is beyond the scope of this paper, one aspect of trust is predictability: the extent to
which people can predict how a system will behave or perform [12], which comes with experience in using a system.
Indeed, this notion was summarized by P1 (5, Worse): “I would be more comfortable working with AI translated code

after having [had] this experience [of participating in this study].” We believe there is more to be learned about how to
calibrate peoples’ appropriate trust in a generative code model and we encourage the community to further explore
this topic.

6.3.3 Explainable generative AI. Many researchers believe that the key to trusting AI systems lies in their ability to
explain themselves, their actions, and their decisions [77]. We observed participants asking (of themselves) many of
the same kinds of “why” and “how” questions [54] that researchers in explainable AI (XAI) are addressing through
technological [5], and even social [26], means. One recent study investigated what it means for a generative model to
be interpretable [76], focusing on whether people are able to interpret how changes in the latent space representation
of an artifact manifest changes in its decoded form. Our observation that participants strongly needed to understand

the model’s operation and outputs motivates the need for more formal explorations of explainability for generative
models. Work by Liao et al. [54] offers a starting point in enumerating the kinds of questions people have regarding
discriminative models, and our work motivates the need for further study into the kinds of questions people have
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regarding generative models. For example, participants often wondered about the correspondences between the source
Java and the AI’s translation, so mechanisms that compute such correspondences for transformer models may serve as
one form of explainability.

6.4 Societal Implications

Our work has the potential benefits and risks of any technology project that aims to enhance the capabilities of human
workers. On the one hand, our results suggest that AI for Code systems can reduce the skills and education necessary
to conduct high-quality software translation tasks, thus democratizing this kind of work in the same way that other
AI technologies have democratized other tasks in software engineering, machine learning, data science, and even
design [3, 22, 83, 89, 93, 101]. On the other hand, we realize that the automation of one part of a task may cascade into a
radical automation of its entirety [53], possibly leading to a complete erasure of humans from the task, which would
subsequently cause a number of human and societal harms [10, 23, 63, 83, 84].

To mitigate this risk, we structure our work within a human-centered framework [58, 86, 88] by asking how
generative code models can enhance the effectiveness of software engineers. Consequently, our work does not ask
the ML community to improve the quality of generative code models; rather, we believe human effort will always
be required to at least review, test, and approve a generative code model’s output before it is included in a codebase.
Therefore, the onus on us, as researchers and designers of human-centered AI systems, is to build and evaluate tools
that help our users be maximally effective in working with model outputs that we must assume to be imperfect.

7 CONCLUSION

We conducted a controlled experiment in which 32 professional software engineers translated code from Java to
Python with and without the aid of code translations produced by a state-of-the-art neural machine translation model.
Participants’ code was of a higher quality when they worked with the AI-produced translations, and although the
quality of those translations was superior to human-only translations, 59% of participants made improvements to their
quality. Despite the presence of errors in the AI translations, participants overwhelmingly felt that they were useful
and helpful in completing the translation task. In addition, two participants who struggled to produce translations on
their own were highly successful when working with the AI.

Working with the AI translations shifted the nature of the task from one of writing to reviewing code, although this
shift was not associated with a reduction in task demands or the effort required to complete the task. Participants felt
that a key benefit of working with the AI was that it provided a starting point for their work, saving them time and
effort. However, these perceived savings may not actually have been realized, as participants recognized the time they
had to spend in finding and fixing errors contained within the AI’s imperfect translations.

Our study demonstrates that the imperfect outputs of a generative code model can provide a performance enhance-
ment to software engineers conducting a code translation task. We have also observed secondary benefits to working
with generative code models, such as its capacity to act as a scaffold that enables those with weaker skills to conduct
programming tasks, or as a teacher that conveys new knowledge or insights about programming. While the main
emphasis of our work is on examining generative code models as performance enhancers, future work is needed to
more deeply understand how to design interactive and intelligent user interfaces that maximize the likelihood that
joint human-AI effort produces superior outcomes to either party working alone.
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A DATA STRUCTURE IMPLEMENTATIONS

A.1 Trie

Our Java implementation of the Trie consisted of 170 lines (93 SLOC). It consisted of two classes, TrieNode and Trie.
The TrieNode class was a small helper class for storing data in the Trie and consisted of four one-line methods. The
Trie class defined additional methods for inserting strings and testing membership, deleting a string, enumerating
all strings, and merging with another Trie. Two functions – delete() and enumerate() – were implemented as a
pair (a primary function and a recursive helper), taking advantage of Java’s support for method overloading, in which
two methods share the same name but have different signatures. However, as Python does not allow duplicate method
names, part of the translation process involved figuring out an appropriate way to solve this issue. Two options were
possible: 1) defining a single method that used default arguments to pass data recursively (e.g. def delete(self,

word, current=None, index=0)), or 2) giving the recursive helper method a different name (e.g. _delete()).
We intentionally included this design option to force participants to think deeply about how to translate code

when a feature of one language – Java’s ability to have duplicate method names – isn’t present in the other. Because
of the alternate solutions to this problem, participants’ translations of the Trie differed in the number of methods
defined: 10 when both delete() and enumerate() were implemented with a single method, 11 when one function
was implemented with a single method and the other with two, or 12 when both functions were implemented with
two methods. This detail is important for our computation of the proportion of correctly-implemented methods in
Section 4.4.1, and thus, we counted both the number of methods implemented in the Trie as well as the number
implemented correctly.

A.2 PriorityQueue

Our Java implementation of the Priority Queue consisted of 157 lines (83 SLOC). It consisted of a single PriorityQueue
class with nine methods for constructing a queue, inserting and removing elements, inserting a collection of elements,
peeking the head of the queue, determining if the queue is empty, retrieving the size of the queue, enumerating all
elements, and an internal method for restoring the heap property.

B PRODUCING CODE TRANSLATIONS WITH TRANSCODER

To create the AI-produced translations, we employed the TransCoder model [78]. Although this model performs fairly
well on standalone methods, it was unable to handle the translation of whole classes. Therefore, we translated the Java
classes on a method-by-method basis, with a small degree of manual cleanup of method signatures and instance data
access (e.g. adding self to instance member references).

In order to alter the quality of the translations, we introduced a new beam offset parameter to the model. This
parameter allowed us to guide the beam search by adjusting which tokens were taken during each phase of the
search. TransCoder’s default behavior is to consider the top-k most likely tokens, resulting in our set of better-quality
translations. By adjusting the beam offset, we forced the model to discard the top-k most likely tokens, and consider
other, less-likely tokens. To produce the set of worse-quality translations, we used a beam offset parameter of 10.

B.1 Spurious Code Examples

In some instances, NMT models such as TransCoder produce code that is spurious: unrelated or irrelevant to the input
provided to the model. Figure 3 shows two such examples. In example (a), the model produced code that references
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return Value(
"".join(entry[0] for entry in entries),
root="".join(entry[1] for entry in entries),
verbose=True,

)

(a) Example Python code from a worse-quality translation of the Priority Queue that references an undefined class (Value) and
includes code not relevant to the Java implementation.

enumerate(
[

root
for root, dirs, files in os.walk(". ")
if not os.path.exists(os.path.join(root, "__init__.py"))

]
)

(b) Example Python code from a better-quality translation of the Trie that includes code not relevant to the Java implementation.

Fig. 3. Example cases of nonsensical outputs from the code translation model. In both cases, the code references classes and/or
methods that were not defined or were not relevant for the task at hand. Examples are from (a) a worse-quality translation of the
Priority Queue, and (b) a better-quality translation of the Trie.

an undefined class named Value. It also includes code that constructs string representations of the elements in a list
– "".join(...) – for which there was no equivalent in the source Java. In example (b), multiple methods of the os
package were invoked, even though their use was unnecessary and there was no equivalent use in the source Java.

Other instances of spurious code included by the model included unnecessary import statements (e.g. import os),
unnecessary return statements in methods that did not return a value, extra arguments present in method calls,
duplicate definitions of class initializers, and calls to undefined methods.

C REPRODUCIBILITY PACKAGE

C.1 Code

We have published our Java data structure implementations and AI-produced code translations in Github at https:
//github.com/jweisz/iui22-code-translation. We have also included codebooks showing our error analysis of the AI
translations to demonstrate how we coded the different kinds of programming errors detailed in Table 2.

Our motivation in publishing this code is to enable others to reproduce of our work. However, we would instead
challenge the community to extend our work, using these materials as a reference. The specific source examples in the
repository are limited to only one kind of code-related task (Java to Python translation) for which generative code
models can provide aid. There are many other kinds of tasks for which generative code models can provide support,
such as natural language to code, code documentation, code autocomplete, test case generation, bug repair, and others.
We encourage further research into those use cases, especially focused on how intelligent user interfaces can help users
achieve successful outcomes when working in the presence of imperfect model output.
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C.2 Participant Instructions

The scripts below were used to introduce the study and each of the code translation tasks to participants. Notes for the
experimenter are denoted in bold text, and places where the script depends on the participant’s condition are indicated
with italicized text.

C.2.1 Initial Instructions. Thanks for participating in our study of AI-supported coding. Before we begin, I’d like to
explain what this study is about and what you will be expected to do as a participant.

In this study, we are evaluating whether a specific kind of AI support is helpful in completing a coding task. We will
ask you to perform two coding tasks, one with the AI support and one without it, so that we can ask you to contrast
your experiences between the two. These tasks will be done in a random order.

In general, these tasks involve translating a data structure from Java to Python, and you’ll have 30 minutes to do this.
However, there’s an important point that I must emphasize: there is more work to do in these tasks than what can be
accomplished within 30 minutes. The reason for this is because we’re not evaluating you or your software engineering
skills, we’re really trying to understand whether or not the AI support is actually helpful.

This point is so important that I need to say it again: we are not evaluating you or your programming skills in this
study, we are evaluating whether the AI support is actually helpful or not.

After completing each task, I’ll ask you to fill out a short survey about your work on the task, and after you finish
both tasks, I’ll ask you to fill out another survey about the entire experience.

There are a few more quick things I need to mention about this study before we begin:

• Any data we publish on this study will be anonymized or aggregated across participants. This means, for example,
if we quote anything that you say during the study, it will be anonymous and your name won’t be attached to it.

• There’s no penalty or cost to you if you decide to drop out right now. You can also stop participating in the study
at any time, just by telling me you’d like to stop.

Do you have any questions about any of this? If you are OK with participating in this study, I’ll need your verbal
consent. Would you like to continue to participate?

Continue only if verbal consent is provided.
Great! Let’s get started. Your first task will be converting an implementation of the {trie, priority queue} data structure

from Java to Python, and you’ll do this one {with, without} the AI support. Your second task will be converting an
implementation of the {trie, priority queue} data structure from Java to Python, and you’ll do that one {with, without} the
AI support. We’ll also take a break between the two tasks since this session will take about 2 hours.

First, let me tell you a bit more about this code translation task. The task is to produce a complete and working
Python translation within 30 minutes. By complete, I mean that all of the functionality and documentation from the
Java code should be translated. And by working, I mean that the Python code should be tested for correctness.

As I mentioned earlier, there’s more work to do to accomplish an absolutely perfect translation than what can be
done within 30 minutes. So really, I’m asking you to just do as much as you can in the time that you have. But, there
may be tradeoffs in how you spend your time, such as whether you choose to translate all of the functionality first, or to
translate a portion of it while testing it to make sure it works. How you navigate this tradeoff is completely up to you.

There are a few other things I should mention about this task:
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• You’ll be using an online version of the VSCode editor in this study, which has a few minor differences from the
desktop app. In general, all of the menu commands and keystrokes are available and should just work, but please
do let me know if you encounter any difficulties.

• I won’t be able to answer any technical questions about the code or what it’s supposed to do, but I can tell you
that the Java implementation is correct.

• When you make the translation, please try to preserve the naming of class and method names, but we are less
concerned with how you name variables.

• You can also use whatever resources you feel would be helpful, such as searching the web or Stack Overflow, or
running any of the code, since we’ve installed Java and Python in the editor.

• I’ll give you a 5 minute warning when time is almost up so you know to start wrapping up your work.

We also ask that as you work on the tasks, you think out loud and tell us about what you’re thinking and what
you’re doing. This really helps us understand how you approach the task and what you’re thinking about as you do it.
If you’re quiet, I’ll remind you to keep thinking out loud.

Do you have any questions before we get started? OK, let’s begin!

C.2.2 Task Instructions: AI Support. In this task, you’ll translate the {trie, priority queue} data structure from Java to
Python with the help of an AI code translation system. This system is able to automatically translate code from Java
to Python, but it’s not a perfect system, so the translated code may contain errors in it. For this task, please put your
solution in the {Trie.py, PriorityQueue.py} file.

If one translation: We used this system ahead of time to create a Python translation for you, which you’ll see when
you open the editor. How you use this translation to help you complete the task is entirely up to you.

If five translations: We used this system ahead of time to create five separate Python translations for you, which
you’ll see when you open the editor. How you use these translations to help you complete the task is entirely up to you.

C.2.3 Task Instructions: No AI Support. In this task, you’ll translate the {trie, priority queue} data structure from
Java to Python, and you’ll do this one without the AI support. For this task, please put your solution in the {Trie.py,
PriorityQueue.py} file.

C.3 Surveys

C.3.1 Pre-Screen Survey. The questions in Table 8 were used to screen potential participants for their experience
with Java and Python, their familiarity with various data structures, and their familiarity with various code editing
environments.

C.3.2 Post-Task Survey. The questions in Table 9 were asked immediately after each code translation task. This survey
took approximately 5-10 minutes to complete.

C.3.3 Post-Study Survey. The questions in Table 10 were asked immediately after a participant completed the second
post task survey. This survey took approximately 5-10 minutes to complete.
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Java

1. To what extent are you familiar with Java? - I am not familiar with Java
- I have < 1 year of experience with Java
- I have 1-3 years experience with Java
- I have 3+ years of experience with Java

2. How recently have you written Java code? - Within the past month
- Within the past year
- Within the past 5 years
- Have not written Java code within the past 5 years

Python

3. To what extent are you familiar with Python? - I am not familiar with Python
- I have < 1 year of experience with Python
- I have 1-3 years experience with Python
- I have 3+ years of experience with Python

4. How recently have you written Python code? - Within the past month
- Within the past year
- Within the past 5 years
- Have not written Python code within the past 5 years

Data Structures

5. Please indicate the extent to which you are familiar with the
following data structures.
a. Binary Search Tree
b. Splay Tree
c. Trie
d. Red/Black Tree
e. B-Tree
f. Heap / Priority Queue
g. Union Find

- Not familiar with it
- Familiar with it but have not used it within the past year
- Familiar with it and have used an implementation of it within
the past year

- Familiar with it and have written my own implementation of
it within the past year

Programming Tools

6. Please indicate your familiarity with the following program-
ming tools.
a. Git
b. PyCharm
c. Eclipse
d. VSCode
e. Xcode

- Not familiar with it
- Familiar with it but have not used it within the past year
- Familiar with it and have used it within the past year
- Familiar with it and use it on a regular basis

Table 8. Pre-screeningQuestions
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Effort (NASA TLX [40])

1. How mentally demanding was the task? (Very Low) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 (Very High)
2. How hurried or rushed was the pace of the task? (Very Low) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 (Very High)
3. How successful were you in accomplishing what you
were asked to do?

(Very Low) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 (Very High)

4. How hard did you have to work to accomplish your level
of performance?

(Very Low) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 (Very High)

5. How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed, and an-
noyed were you?

(Very Low) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 (Very High)

Work Process

1. Please describe your overall approach for how you
worked on this task and how you allocated your time across
different activities.

Open-ended

AI Support (only included in the AI condition)

1. How would you characterize the quality of the provided
translation(s)?

Very good, Good, Acceptable, Poor, Very poor

2. To what extent did you feel the provided translation(s)...
a. were useful?
b. had errors?
c. helped you complete the task?
d. taught you something new about Python?

Not at all, A little, Somewhat, A great deal

3. Did you feel that the provided translation(s) made your
work in this task difficult vs. easy?

(difficult) -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 (easy)

4. Did you feel that the provided translation(s) made your
work in this task slow vs. fast?

(slow) -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 (fast)

5. Did you feel that the provided translation(s) made your
work in this task of the worst vs. of the best quality?

(of the worst quality) -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 (of the best quality)

6. What did you find most useful about the provided trans-
lation(s)?

Open-ended

7. What did you find least useful about the provided trans-
lation(s)?

Open-ended

8. Were enough translations provided for you? - I would have liked to have seen more translations
- I was provided with enough translations
- I was provided with too many translations

9. What additional information could we have provided
alongside the translation(s) to make them more useful to
you? What additional information would you expect as
part of an explanation of how the translation was made?

Open-ended

Other Feedback

1. Is there any other feedback you would like to share with
us about your experience on this task?

Open-ended

Table 9. Post-task Survey
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Post-study Questions

1. How would you compare your experience working on the
translation task without AI support vs. with AI support?

Open-ended

3. To which gender identity do you most identify? - Male
- Female
- Transgender Male
- Transgender Female
- Gender Variant / Non-conforming
- Other (Write-in)
- Prefer not to answer

4. Do you consider yourself primarily a... - Data Scientist
- Designer
- Manager
- Researcher / Scientist
- Software Architect
- Software Engineer
- Other (Write-in)

5. Have you used AI or machine learning algorithms as part of
your work?

- No
- Yes, within the past month
- Yes, within the past year
- Yes, but over one year ago

6. Please explain your use of AI or machine learning algorithms. Open-ended

7. Have you performed code translation tasks in your work? - No
- Yes, within the past month
- Yes, within the past year
- Yes, but over one year ago

8. Please explain the kind of code translation work you have
performed.

Open-ended

Table 10. Post-study Survey
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